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Individual Presentation
Preparation Time: 3 minutes

Assessment Time: 2 minutes

Your English teacher has asked you to tell your classmates about the best TV talent show
performance you have ever seen.
Prepare a two‐minute presentation about the topic. You can use some ideas from the
following mind map and/or your own ideas in your presentation.
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You may use the following or your own words to begin and end your presentation.
Good morning/afternoon, everybody. I’m going to talk about the TV talent show
performance I liked best.

That’s the end of my presentation. Thank you.
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Teacher notes
Managing the assessments or extending the task


Presentations could be digitally recorded to increase the accuracy of the assessment.



If you decide to play a more active role, you could give less confident students verbal
instructions for each step of the discussion.



You and/or the students could add to, or delete from, the bullet point list.



Note that the possible language structures, expressions, and vocabulary given below are
not exhaustive. They are guides to show teachers some of the possible structures,
expressions, and words students may choose to use.

Possible language structures and expressions:
1. Giving descriptions
“I enjoy watching ... (Name of show)”
“The best performance I have seen in the programme was ....”
“First prize is a trip to ...”
“… was absolutely fantastic.”
“… was good enough to be a pop star.”
“… such a strong voice.”
“… huge talent …”
“… very moving …”

2. Referring to events
“It was on TV a few years ago …”
“I always used to watch …”
“I will always remember this performance because …”
“... the best I have ever seen.”
“During the performance, the performer ...”
“The performance was of high standard”
“It’s been on TV for several seasons ...”
“I watch it every week.”
“... is on Fridays at 8.”
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3. Describing feelings and responses
“At the end of the performance I felt ...”
“It made me feel …”
“I think it was …”
“I found it very …”
“… lots of fun …”
“… had a great time”
“It’s awesome”

Possible vocabulary:
Audience; perform; performance; show; participant; artist; star; stardom; judge; contest;
award; trophy; prize; award; amateur; auditions; solo; group performance; excellent
voice; touching notes; beautiful lyrics; can reach high pitch; powerful bass; born
performer; powerful; style; energy; dynamic movement.
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